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Abstract 

This study aimed to explore the effects of retrieval vocabulary instruction on academic reading 

comprehension of 40 participants at the School of Foreign Languages at Istanbul Şehir University. 

According to Barcroft (2015) retrieval vocabulary is defined as the learners‟ ability to recall the words 

when they need to produce or use them accordingly. The independent variable is retrieval vocabulary 

instruction and the dependent variable is academic reading comprehension. A pre-test was administered 

in the first week of module in order to see the academic reading comprehension level of the participants. 

A treatment of retrieval vocabulary instruction was given for seven weeks. Later a post-test was 

administered in week eight so as to observe whether retrieval vocabulary instruction has any positive 

effect on academic reading comprehension or not. SPSS was used in order to analyze the data, and 

graphically detailed analysis of the reading comprehension tests are shown at the end. A Pair Sample 

statistics was used. The findings of the current study indicated that according to significance levels and 

the means of the both of the groups, it can be said that there is a significant change between two test 

scores taken at different times from the same groups of participants. Thus, it can be concluded that the 

treatment of the retrieval vocabulary instruction was beneficial for the participants since it increased 

their reading comprehension scores. 
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article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution license (CC BY-NC-ND) 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Statement of the problem 

This study aimed to explore the effects of “retrieval vocabulary instruction” on 

academic reading comprehension of 40 participants of the School of Foreign 

Languages at Istanbul Şehir University. The independent variable is retrieval 

vocabulary instruction and the dependent variable is academic reading 

comprehension. According to Grabe (2007), reading is defined as a perplexing ability 

to interpret, infer and construct sense or understanding from a text.  Reading is the 
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combination of reciprocal procedures between the reader and the text. Reading is a 

number of interactive processes between the reader and the text, in which readers are 

required to utilize their insight to work, to make, and to build meaning (TESOL, 

2017). Vocabulary has also different definitions in the literature of applied linguistics. 

According to TESOL, vocabulary can be defined as the expressions of a dialect which 

consists of single items and phrases or chunks of several words which convey a 

particular meaning. 

Reading comprehension for C1 proficiency level of students is that „students can 

understand in detail lengthy, complex texts, whether or not they relate to their own 

area of specialty provided they can reread difficult sections (Council of Europe, 2001).  

Thus, the theoretical definition of the current study will be based on the above-

mentioned definition. As for the theoretical definition of the vocabulary for C1 

proficiency level of students the following definition will be considered; “Students 

have a good command of a broad lexical repertoire allowing gaps to be readily 

overcome with circumlocutions; little obvious searching for expressions or avoidance 

strategies. Good command of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms” (Council of 

Europe, 2001). As it can be understood, above mentioned are theoretical definitions of 

the current study. These are mentioned to define the variables of the study in a detail 

way and also to familiarize the reader with C1 reading proficiency level of students 

since the participants‟ level is C1. As seen above, the significance of these operational 

definitions for the study is that it helps identifying theoretical constructs and develop 

multiple operational definitions of each. Illustrating the operational definitions also 

shows how the process is done. 

There are different theoretical definitions for retrieval vocabulary instruction in the 

literature. Thorne (2016) states that there are some retrieval strategies that can be 

followed by language teachers. The strategies are as follows; Encoding and Retrieval 

Practice, Retrieval Cues and the Encoding Specificity Hypothesis, and Mnemonic 

Methods. The first one includes retrieval practice along with engaging in activities 

that are helpful for the recall of the stored words. To illustrate, using the previously 

learnt vocabulary in a sentence. The second one is related to the visual images along 

with the associations of the words. The last one, Mnemonic Method is related to the 

both visual imagery and verbal elaborations that will enable the learner to recall the 

vocabulary easily. The other recommended retrieval strategies; Association Strategy- 

Same-Sounds Cue, Familiar-Word Cue, are proposed by; German and Schwanke, 

(2009). Laufer (2005) suggested that note cards consist of part of speech, synonyms, 

antonyms, sample sentence is also beneficial for retrieval vocabulary instruction. 

Removal of the written input shared and split information tasks are thought to be 

found effective in retrieval vocabulary instruction (Nation, 2001). 

There are also other notions related to retrieval strategies. According to Baddeley 

(1990), retrieval strategies help learners to enhance their vocabulary strategies in 

order to call for the production of words which are currently learned. Baddeley (1990) 

also discussed the types of retrieval words by defining them as receptive or 

productive. Baddeley emphasizes the significance of retrieval by stating that 
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simultaneous presentation of form and meaning do not help retrieval at all. Another 

definition is put forward by Min (2013) suggesting that efficient input is always before 

the efficient output. As it is cited in Barcroft (2015) retrieval vocabulary is defined as 

the learners‟ ability to recall the words when they need to produce or use them 

accordingly. Barcroft (2015) also holds the opinion that retrieval is a cognitive entry 

process for information which already exists in the individual brain. Furthermore, 

this definition is related to the previous experience or knowledge of the learner. 

Therefore, as mentioned before the significance of input and output are worth 

discussing here once again. Lastly, as Takac (2008) states it is very important to 

clarify retrieval vocabulary strategies for the knowledge of vocabulary since there is a 

strong connection between the vocabulary knowledge and retrieval words. Another 

significant issue worth mentioning is related to factors affecting the retrieval of 

lexical items. Thus, Takac (2008) also notes that there are various factors that affect 

the lexical item retrieval and its efficacy such as; acquiring time, cognitive abilities of 

the learners, L2 level, and learning styles.  

With regard to the reading comprehension theoretical definition, Grabe (2007) 

claims that reading comprehension is the combination of various sub-components or 

skills in order to identify the words effectively along with the word recognition. Grabe 

(2007) also states that reading comprehension has a range of strategic processes and 

underlying cognitive skills (e.g., setting goals, changing goals flexibility, and 

monitoring comprehension) by interpreting and evaluating the text. Perfetti and 

Stafura (2014) divided reading comprehension into two levels which are; situational 

and text level. Previous literature attempted to define reading comprehension with 

the same terms, but different interpretations of situation model and text model. 

According to Grabe (2009), text model is defined as a combination of the information 

with active meaning elements whereas situation model includes both explicitly 

learned knowledge along with the prior knowledge. Thus, it can be said that situation 

model has more engaging interpretation since it involves mental representations of 

the reader. Another important theory for reading comprehension is the C-I 

(Construction-Integration) theory which is about consolidation of both top-down and 

bottom-up processes of reading (Kintsch, 1988). 

1.2. Justification 

It is known that reading comprehension and teaching vocabulary have been a 

subject of many previous research. There are many studies in the literature on 

reading comprehension/reading strategies and vocabulary but to date, there are not 

many studies on academic reading comprehension along with retrieval vocabulary 

instruction. To illustrate, Williams (2010) conducted a study with EFL learners in 

Saudi Arabia to see if certain reading strategies are effective in terms of reading 

comprehension. The findings of the study illustrated that there was no significant 

relationship between the reading strategies and the level of reading comprehension. 

As Chaury (2015) points out in meta-analysis study, strategy instruction on reading 
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comprehension for L2 was found to be significantly correlated regardless of the length 

of the treatment. 

Numerous studies have also attempted to explore the effects of vocabulary learning 

through extensive reading. In Nation‟s (2015) study, the significance of extensive 

reading was emphasized, thus the article aimed to explore the different set of 

vocabulary learning principles that affect extensive reading by indicating much 

informative knowledge regarding extensive reading. Senoo and Yonemoto (2014) 

conducted a similar study with Japanese participants in order to explore vocabulary 

acquisition via extensive reading. According to the findings of the Senoo and 

Yonemoto‟s study, extensive reading was found to be beneficial when it is taught with 

specific vocabulary acquisition strategies. What makes this study unique is that it 

focuses on non-western languages rather than English or other western, European 

languages. Such studies, however, fail to address the academic reading 

comprehension along with retrieval vocabulary instruction. Thus, the reason why I 

wanted to conduct such a study is that most studies on reading comprehension are 

generally focused on general comprehension rather that academic. Hence, another 

important reason regarding why this study is conducted is to fill the gap in this field.  

Most of the previous literature generally focused on „vocabulary size, input and their 

effect on reading performance' or „vocabulary acquisition and extensive reading‟. The 

study that contributed to the field in the literature is conducted by Schmitt (2011). 

Schmitt‟s (2011) study mainly focused on the size of vocabulary and its relationship 

with the text comprehension. Schmitt‟s study was conducted with a large sample 

(611) who were from different educational contexts. The findings of Schmitt‟s study 

indicated that there has been a continuous correlation between the known vocabulary 

and the reading comprehension. It can also be concluded from Schmitt‟s (2011) study 

that when the percentage of known words in a text increases the level of reading 

comprehension increases as well. All these things considered above, these studies 

support the notion that reading comprehension is highly related and integrated with 

vocabulary learning.      

1.3. Significance 

The present study would hopefully be particularly valuable to both researchers and 

teacher-researchers whose educational context has a curriculum of teaching English 

in an academic context. The present study would also make several noteworthy 

contributions to the field by involving participants from a different educational 

background including both Turkish Arab students. Although thorough research has 

been carried out on reading instructions, reading comprehension, and vocabulary 

input, no single study is reported which explores the relationship between both 

academic reading comprehension and retrieval vocabulary instruction. Much of the 

current literature on reading comprehension paid attention to the specific reading 

strategies, learner styles, and their influence rather than academic reading 

comprehension and retrieval vocabulary instruction. As Brown, Waring, and 

Donkaewbua, (2008) presented in their papers, English vocabulary was closely related 
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to different learning strategies such as reading, while listening, story listening and so 

forth. The study also indicated the significance of incidental vocabulary learning 

which is tested via unprompted recall teaching techniques. Another similar study is 

conducted by Gürses and Bouvet (2016) in order to investigate the learning styles and 

reading comprehension of the students with regard to reading strategies. The Kolb 

Learning Style Inventory was taken into consideration in this study. Surprisingly 

there has been a negative correlation between learning strategies and reading 

comprehension both for Australians and Turkish participants. However, large 

sampled studies can be conducted related to the investigation of these two variables. 

It has commonly been assumed by many vocabulary experts (Hirsch, 2003, Chall & 

Jacobs, 2003) that readers should have knowledge of 90% of the words in the reading 

passage in order to have a high level of reading comprehension. That is to say, 

reading comprehension and the vocabulary levels are highly integrated and correlated 

with each other. Thus, the above-mentioned studies clearly indicate that there is a 

significant level of positive relationship between vocabulary and reading. 

As previously mentioned, the existing literature on different reading strategies is 

detailed, but failed to address both academic reading comprehension and retrieval 

vocabulary instruction. The study to address to show the relationship between L2 

reading comprehension and newly learned lexical items was conducted by Pulido 

(2004). In this detailed investigation of L2 reading comprehension and vocabulary, 

Pulido (2004) concluded that lexical achievement via written recall in their L1 had a 

positive role and relationship with regard to reading comprehension. However, it is 

important to clarify here that there was an effect of topic familiarity as well. A more 

comprehensive study by Hu and Nation (2000) included a different variable to their 

studies called „unknown vocabulary density'. The purpose of Nation‟s study is to make 

an attempt to illustrate the effect of unassisted reading for pleasure which means, the 

learners would not be interrupted to check the meanings of the unknown words 

during the reading process. The cue is given to participants via multiple-choice tests 

and written recall texts. Nation‟s study has broken the tradition by including different 

concepts to the current study as mentioned above. The findings of the study showed 

that participants need to know 3% of the words in the passage so as to benefit from 

the unassisted comprehension of a text. Having mentioned the effect of assisted 

reading, Shen's (2013) influential paper on the effect of dictionary use in EFL reading 

and vocabulary knowledge is worth discussing. In this study, Shen (2013) questioned 

and touched upon many significant things; such as vocabulary size, word knowledge, 

dictionary use and reading performance. The findings of the study indicate that the 

size of the vocabulary along with knowledge of vocabulary is positively correlated with 

reading comprehension, however according to his paper; knowledge of vocabulary has 

more positive impact than vocabulary size has with regard to reading comprehension. 

All studies reviewed here, clearly indicate that there is a relationship between 

reading comprehension and vocabulary knowledge/ vocabulary size. 

1.4. Research Questions 
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This study aimed to explore the effects of retrieval vocabulary instruction on 

academic reading comprehension at the School of Foreign Languages at Istanbul 

Şehir University with the following research question below; 

1. Does retrieval vocabulary instruction have an effect on academic reading 

comprehension? 

1.5. Research Hypotheses 

Retrieval vocabulary instruction has a positive effect on academic reading 

comprehension. 

1.6. Limitations and Delimitations 

The potential delimitation of this study could be related to the participants and 

sampling since there may be mortality at the end of the seventh week during the post-

test.  

2. Method 

2.1. Participants: 

Participants are 40 students at Istanbul Sehir University. They are selected 

following convenience sampling procedure from different sociocultural backgrounds. 

Their age ranges between 18 and 23 and their language proficiency is considered to be 

around C1 within the CEFR. In addition, STEP (Şehir Test of English Proficiency 

Exam), TOEFL are administered while assigning the students‟ level at the beginning 

of the semester. There are also accepted exams by the School of Foreign Languages 

such as; TOEFL IBT, Cambridge ESOL, Cambridge BEC, Cambridge BULATS, 

TOEIC, SAT, ACT, U Michigan, GRE, CEF, PTE. 

The detailed score range in these exams are as follows; 

TOEFL IBT: 79 (no requirement for the band scores) 

Cambridge ESOL: FCE-A 

Cambridge BEC: Vantage-B 

Cambridge BULATS: 70 

TOEIC: 735 

SAT Read&Wri.: 550 

ACT Read&Wri.: 22 

U Michigan: ECCE-C-650 (low pass) 

GRE Verbal: 450 (old system) - 150 (new system) 

CEF: B2 

PTE Academic: 55 
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See Table 1 for clear and detailed background information of the participants.  

Table 1: Background Information of the Participants 

Related Information Experimental                

Group  

   (N-20) 

  Comparison    

   Group     

   (N-20) 

First Language   Turkish 

                             Arabic 

        18 

         2 

       17    

        3 

Department     Science/ Technology 

                          Social Science 

                          School of Law 

         8 

         7 

         5 

        9 

        6 

        5 

2.2. Procedure 

The research for the current study lasted eight weeks. The pre-test is administered 

in the first week of the module in order to see the academic reading comprehension 

level of participants. Treatment of retrieval vocabulary instruction is given for seven 

weeks. The retrieval vocabulary instruction is given regarding the techniques given in 

the literature review. Laufer (2005) suggested that note cards consisting of part of 

speech, synonyms, antonyms, sample sentences are also beneficial for the retrieval 

vocabulary instruction. Removal of the written input shared and split information 

tasks are thought to be found effective in retrieval vocabulary instruction (Nation, 

2001). Thus, the above mentioned techniques are used in the current study. 

The PPTs or the flash cards are prepared before the class from the list of target 

Vocabulary. The PPTs have a wide range of information on them including synonyms, 

antonyms, sample sentences and part of speech. The PPTs are shown to the students 

at the beginning of the lesson every Friday, and students are required to make up 

sentences by using these words on the board. Another requirement is related to 

producing their own sentences via using a context or paragraph. When participants 

learn the words from the PPTs they are required to form groups or pairs and create 

their own sentences within a context. The retrieval vocabulary instruction procedure 

lasted seven weeks. Later post-test is administered in the week eight so as to observe 

whether retrieval vocabulary instruction has any positive effect on academic reading 

comprehension or not. (See Appendix A for detailed information on the Vocabulary 

Instruction and Appendix B for the targeted words.) 

2.3. Instrumentation 

Pre-test and Post-test is administered to the participants. The pretest and posttests 

are reading comprehension tests which consist of 13 items. The reading passage is 

about „Money and Happiness‟. The items are as follow; matching the headings, T 

/True, F/ False, NG/ Not Given, reference questions, and multiple questions. After the 

treatment part, the post test was in the same format as well. 
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2.4. Data Analysis: 

SPSS is used in order to analyze the data, and graphically detailed analysis of the 

answers was shown in the result section of the study. Pair Sample statistics was used. 

3. Results 

The findings and the result of the current study will be illustrated in this section 

along with the framework of the research question. Sample Test was used in order to 

answer the research question due to several reasons. Firstly, the population of both 

classes from which the samples is drawn are normally distributed. Secondly, the 

populations have the similar variance and standard deviations. Lastly, the samples of 

the current study are from different populations which are random and independent. 

(Below see the frequencies for detailed information of the Experimental and Control 

Groups‟ Pre and Post Test.) 

Table 1. Table of Frequency 

 ExperimentalPretest ExperimentalPosttest ComparisonPretest ComparisonPosttest 

N Valid 20 20 20 20 

Missing 0 0 0 0 

Mean 55.75 66.75 56.00 56.50 

Median 55.00 65.00 55.00 55.00 

Mode 55.00 65.00 50.00 55.00 

Std. Devia. 7.65 5.91 8.04 8.28 

Variance 58.61 34.93 64.73 68.68 

 

Table 2 indicates the frequency both for ExperimentalPretest ExperimentalPosttest 

and ComparisonPretest ComparisonPosttest. The mean value is 55.75 for the 

ExperimentalPretest and 56.00 for the ComparisonPretest. However, the mean value 

for ExperimentalPosttest is 66.75, whereas the mean value for Comparison Post test 

56.50. 

Table 2. The Table of Paired Sample Descriptive Statistic 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 ExperimentalPretest 55.75 20 7.65 1.71 

ExperimentalPosttest 66.75 20 5.91 1.32 

Pair 2 ComparisonPretest 56.00 20 8.04 1.79 

ComparisonPosttest 56.50 20 8.28 1.85 

 

Table 3 illustrates the Mean, Std. Deviation and the Std. Error Mean of the four 

scores for the both groups. As it can be easily understood from the above tables, the 

mean, median, mode, standard deviation and the variance of the both populations are 

quite similar. Table 2 has included more statistical value than the first table.  
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Since the research question of the current research aimed to explore whether the 

retrieval vocabulary instruction has an effect on academic reading comprehension or 

not, Paired Sample is used. 

Table 4: Paired Samples Test 

 

Paired Differences 

t df 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

Mean 

Std. 

Deviatio

n 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

 Lower Upper 

Pair 1 ExperimentalPretest - 

ExperimentalPosttest 
-11.00 3.07 .68 -12.44 -9.55 -15.98 19 .00 

Pair 2 ComparisonPretest - 

ComparisonPosttest 
-.50 3.20 .71 -1.99 .99 -.69 19 .49 

 

Table 4 helps distinguish the significance and the mean differences in the 

participants‟ scores. The number of participants in each condition is (N) 20. As it can 

be inferred the Sig (2-Tailed) value is 0.00 in the experimental group whereas the Sig 

(2-Tailed) value is 0.49 in the comparison group. These values are less than .05. Thus, 

it can be concluded that there is a statistically significant difference between the 

means which are not likely due to chance, and not likely due to the IV manipulation 

but due to the retrieval vocabulary instruction treatment. The Paired-Sample 

Statistics table indicated that the mean of the ExperimentalPretest – Experimental 

Posttest is greater than the mean for ComparisonPretest – ComparisonPosttest, since 

the values are -11.00 and -0.50. When we look at the significance levels (0.00 - 0.49 

and the means  (-11.00 - -0.50. ) for both groups it can be said that there is a 

significant change between two test scores taken at different times by the same 

groups of participants. Thus, we can conclude that the treatment of „the retrieval 

vocabulary instruction‟ was beneficial for the students since it increased their reading 

comprehension scores. 

4. Discussion 

The result of the current study is in accordance with the previous studies exploring 

the relationship between reading comprehension and vocabulary. To illustrate; in 

Nation‟s (2015) study, the significance of the extensive reading was emphasized, thus 

the article aimed to explore a different set of vocabulary learning principles that affect 

extensive reading by indicating much informative knowledge regarding extensive 

reading. The results are also consistent with those of Schmitt‟s (2011) studies that 

when the percentage of known words in a text increases the level of reading 

comprehension increases as well. Taken together, these studies support the notion 

that reading comprehension is highly related and integrated with vocabulary 

learning.  Lastly, the findings of the current research confirm the association between 

vocabulary and the reading and also support the previous research. The findings of 

the research corroborate the ideas of Hirsch (2003) and Chall and Jacobs (2003) who 
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found that readers should have knowledge of 90% of the words in the reading passage 

in order to have a high level of reading comprehension. 

5. Conclusion 

5.1. Restatement of the problem 

This study aimed to explore the effects of retrieval vocabulary instruction on 

academic reading comprehension of 40 participants at the School of Foreign 

Languages at Istanbul Şehir University with the following research question; Does 

retrieval vocabulary instruction have an effect on academic reading comprehension? 

The independent variable is retrieval vocabulary instruction and the dependent 

variable is academic reading comprehension. The participants are selected following 

convenience sampling procedure from different sociocultural backgrounds. The 

procedure for the current study lasted eight weeks. The pre-test is administered in 

the first week of the module in order to see the academic reading comprehension level 

of the participants. The retrieval vocabulary instruction treatment procedure lasted 

seven weeks. Later post-test is administered in week eight so as to observe whether 

retrieval vocabulary instruction has any positive effect on academic reading 

comprehension or not. Paired T-Test is used with the help of SPSS in order to analyze 

the data. The findings of the current study indicate that when we look at the 

significance levels and the means for both of the groups, it can be said that there is a 

significant change between two of the test scores taken at different times by the same 

groups of participants. Thus, we can conclude that the treatment of „the retrieval 

vocabulary instruction‟ was beneficial for the students since it increased their reading 

comprehension scores. 

Regarding the contribution of the current study as previously mentioned, the 

existing literature on different reading strategies is detailed, but failed to address 

both academic reading comprehension and retrieval vocabulary instruction. Thus 

current study succeeded to fill the gaps in the filed in terms of academic reading 

comprehension. Although thorough research has been carried out on reading 

instructions, reading comprehension, and vocabulary input, no single study is 

reported which explores the relationship between both academic reading 

comprehension and retrieval vocabulary instruction. Much of the current literature on 

reading comprehension paid attention to the specific reading strategies, learner 

styles, and their influence rather than academic reading comprehension and retrieval 

vocabulary instruction. 

Lastly, the result of the current study is in accordance with the previous studies 

exploring the relationship between reading comprehension and vocabulary. 

6. Implications 

The implications of the study differ since reading comprehension and teaching 

vocabulary has been a subject of many previous research. There are many studies in 
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the literature on reading comprehension/ reading strategies and vocabulary; but to 

date, there have not been many studies on academic reading comprehension along 

with retrieval vocabulary instruction. Therefore, the current research is thought to be 

beneficial for the following theories regarding academic reading comprehension and 

retrieval vocabulary instruction. It is also helpful specifically for the retrieval 

strategies; Association Strategy- Same-Sounds Cue, Familiar-Word Cue, proposed by; 

German and Schwanke (2009). Laufer (2005) suggested that note cards that consist of 

part of speech, synonyms, antonyms, sample sentences are also beneficial for retrieval 

vocabulary instruction. Removal of the written input shared and split information 

tasks are thought to be found effective in retrieval vocabulary instruction (Nation, 

2001). 

There are few applications of the current research. Firstly, language teachers may 

use the „retrieval vocabulary instruction‟ in their EFL classes to promote both the 

reading comprehension and the reading strategies of their students. The ones who are 

interested in teaching vocabulary with different techniques may also benefit from this 

study while preparing for their classes (PPT‟s and strategies). This study is conducted 

at a private university but this does not mean that state school teachers, public high 

school teachers or other educational institutions‟ teachers cannot benefit from this 

study.  

7. Limitations 

Despite the promising results, there are a few limitations of the study and several 

questions may remain unanswered at present. Firstly, gender was not taken into 

consideration since the retrieval vocabulary learning techniques might change due to 

gender differences, attention span and the retrieval memory of each individual. 

Secondly, the sample could be from different educational contexts since the current 

study is conducted in Istanbul Şehir University. 

Another limitation is that the proficiency level of the participants might have 

affected the results since their language proficiency is considered to be around C1 

according to the CEFR. One cannot assure if the result would be same when their 

level was different. 

Lastly, it is not fully known whether it is the „treatment of retrieval vocabulary 

instruction that has had an effect on reading comprehension or not. The increase in 

the reading scores for the experimental group may be due to other reasons that were 

not taken into consideration. Also, the current study is conducted with 40 students 

regardless of the participants‟ L1 since there were not only Turkish students in the 

research. It can be inferred that the findings would not be identical if all the 

participants were Turkish. 

8. Suggestions for Further Research 
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Further research is required and another research should be undertaken to 

investigate the gender differences because of ranging retrieval long term strategies. 

There might be several differences in their vocabulary input along with the size. 

There is an abundant room for further progress in determining how bilinguals 

would perform with different levels of proficiency regarding their long-term memory. 

In future investigations, it might also be possible to select the participants from 

different educational contexts to have more reliable results. 
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Appendix B. The List of Target Vocabulary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assume                                Conventional                    Satisfaction 

Obsession                            Shortcoming                      Willing            

Judge                                   Approximately                  Demand                                    

Sense                                   Impression                       Convince                

Expectation                        Overwhelming                  Sufficient    

 Democracy                        Contradict                       Investment 
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Appendix C. Reading Comprehension Test 
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